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[54] WELL TOOL Primaty Examiner—-—William F. Pate, III

[75] Inventor: Richard G. Allen, Houston, Tex. Attorney’ Agent’ or Firm_Robert A’ Felsman

[73] Assignee: Brown Oil Tools, Inc., Houston, Tex. [57] ABSTRACT

[21] App1_ No_; 377,121 The invgntion cltlwmpriises a1]?}iliCk€r lv(vhich seals against a_ _ surroun ing we con uit. epac er compr1sesaman-
_ [22] Ffled‘ Feb‘ 13’ 1978 drel which carries a radially extendable seal for engag-

[51] Int. Cl.2 .................. .. E2lB 33/128; E21B 33/129 ing the well conduit. A hydraulic actuator is provided
[52] U.S. Cl. ................................... .. 166/120; 166/179 ' for urging the seal to its set position against the well
[53] Field 0fSeal'C1l ------------- -- 165/120. 113. 179. 122, conduit. Once set, the tool is responsive to fluid pres-

166/123. 133. 146, 6 PD; 175/307 sure differentials in the well conduit across the seal in

either longitudinal direction to tighten the seal means.
[56] References Cited Th 1_ d f th t t 1 d t_ e cy in er 0 e ac ua or a so serves as a guar o

U'S' PATENT DOCUMENTS overlie and protect the seal in its unset position, while
3,142,338 7/1964 Brown ................................ .. 166/118 the piston is designed to define auxiliary piston area to
3,459,261 8/ 1969 Cochran ..... ..

-« 156/120 reduce the required setting pressure. The seal is set by3,460,616 8/1969 Tucker et al.
" 166/120 being extruded both longitudinally and radially over a 

4,044,826 8/1977 Crowe .......... ., .................... .. 166/120 retainer extending radially outwardly from the mandrel.
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417608 7/1974 U.S.S.R. ............ ..' ................... .. 166/ I20 43 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures
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